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Dealer 48P-26 
October 1, 1948

To: REGIONS, ZONES AND DEALERS

Subject: EXCHANGE OF PERFECT CIRCLE PISTON RING SETS FOR "OIL STOPPER"
RING SETS

Wo recently announced the new Packard-Perfect Circle "Oil Stopper" Service 
replacement piston ring sets. At that time no provisions were made for the 
return of corresponding sets which were not of the Oil Stopper type.

Re have now completed arrangements to exchange certain piston ring sets now in 
Dealers’ stocks for the new Oil Stopper type. The following 12 ring sets may 
be returned to your Zone Parts Warehouse for exchange credit provided they are 
not marked "Oil Stopper" on the carton:

354718
354719
354720

354721
382878
382879

332880
382881
382888

382889
382890
382891

Do not return any ring sets other then those listed above. Rings sets under 
other part numbers are the latest type and need not be exchanged.

Following is the procedure Dealers will follow in effecting this exchange:

1. Check your inventory and remove all ring sets under the above part 
numbers that are not marked "Oil Stoppers".

2. List them on AFA form V-522 showing the reason for return as 
"Exchange Credit".

3. Make up a new order on form VTA-36C for an equal number of Oil 
Stopper ring sets corresponding to the number returned. These 
will carry the same part numbers but will be marked "Oil Stoppers" 
on the carton.

4. You may order additional quantities of ring sets if you so desire 
when making up your VTA-36C.

5. It will not be necessary to await Zone approval of the AFA. Mail 
all copies of the AFA except number 5 to the Zone Warehouse. Make 
up Identification Tag V-523 and enclose it with your shipment of 
piston rings to the Zone Warehouse. Mail your VTA-36C with your AFA.

6. Ring sets and AFA forms must he _ln the Zone, before October 25, 1948. 
No exchange credits will be allowed after that date.
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This is your opportunity to adjust your inventory with the latest type piston 
ring sets. We suggest you act immediately.

Very truly yours,

EDL:ps

E. D. Longroecker, Manager 
Parts and Service Department


